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This is a bumper issue as I wanted to include as much as possible about the teams attending
the Great Western 40th birthday tour – as well as all the other articles I had already got ready
– lots of reviews, some notation and research and an obituary of Betty Reynolds, who was
instrumental in starting the Womens Morris Federation. So without more ado…...
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A Tribute To Betty Reynolds
On the 24th February 2010 family and friends of every generation gathered in
Wootton Bassett to say goodbye to a figurehead of women’s Morris dancing, Betty
Reynolds, who had passed away following a stroke in November 2009. All was as
Betty would have liked it, a serious occasion brightened by many multi-faith and
multi-generation reunions, a Christmas hymn as part of a February service ..….. and
many happy smiles at shared memories revisited.
Betty Reynolds was born a long time ago into a world that was yet to see its first
electric light bulb. Although there are many estimates of the exact date of her birth,
most seem to fix in the late eighteen-tens, sometime after Waterloo. This is
consistent with anecdotal evidence placing her at the Crimea at the same time as her
protégé, Florence Nightingale. There are strangely few mentions of her after that
until the 27th September 1922 when she suddenly reappeared on the scene, looking
remarkably young for her 100+ years. So young did she look that many assumed
that she had just been born and forgot the BC years completely (BC = Before Cecil).
This note commemorates her life between that date and now.
Betty’s love of Folk dance was shared with her beloved husband, ‘Tubby’. I
remember being shown photos of them dancing in a procession from the Connaught
Gardens at what may well have been the first Sidmouth Festival. With help from
their friend, Roy Dommett, they founded Bath City Morris (BCM), based at the
University, in 1967; the women’s side followed in 1971, giving its first public
performance in 1972. In May 1973, Bath City Women became the first women’s side
since Sam Bennett’s Ilmington Girls to dance at Bampton on Whit Monday (with
Arnold Woodley’s side). During my time at Bath (mid 70s onwards), Betty was a
familiar figure at practice, either participating or encouraging from the sidelines,
often accompanied by a strange-looking piece of knitting! Never bothered with fuss
or formality and with an ever enquiring mind, in the BCM 1977 Reunion photo Betty
is, characteristically, the only person looking round at the scenery rather than facing
the camera. From her, ‘her girls’ learnt about the history of women in Morris dancing,
about Mary Neale and New Esperance. Although we always practised separately
from the men’s side and danced different Cotswold traditions (and some North West
and Stave dances too), the women were, like Betty, a force to be reckoned with and
definitely to be taken seriously at a time when what we were doing was officially
frowned upon by many Ring sides.
It came as no surprise for Betty to play a pivotal role in the founding of the
(Women’s) Morris Federation at Bath in October 1975 and to be elected its first
President. Some of the sides whose members attended the first AGM to be held in
London at Earls Court in 19781 like Bath City no longer exist, but many of their
members have been influential in the growth of women’s morris and are still enjoying
dancing with, playing for and supporting teams more than 30 years later.
Coincidental though it was that Betty and Tubby shared the initials E A R, it was as a
friendly listening, seemingly always available ear that Betty will be remembered by

1

The inaugural meeting was in Bath in 1975, then there were two in Wales (1976 & 1977), then the next two were
in London.
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so many. To us young students, fresh from home, she was our ‘second mum’. Her
home was always open to us; the front door at Apley House in Timsbury reputedly
had no key but the back door always seemed to be open, whether at 1am after a
ceilidh or when passing at the weekend. There was always frozen bread to be toasted
on the Aga with Army sized hunks of cheese and home-made alcohol of questionable
provenance (this latter probably Tubby’s doing). She shared our joys and the crises
of loves lost and won and was an inspiration to us all, particularly as whilst we were
only chasing degrees, she was running a busy home, raising a family and pursuing
her nursing career to a senior level.
Although always slight in build, Betty had a formidable personality. Raised a devout
Roman Catholic with a strong faith which sustained her throughout her life, she was
not averse to a joke about her Convent School education and senior work colleagues
were often referred to as ‘Reverend Mother’ if they were causing her some irritation
or needed their bubbles of self-importance popping. Betty could see the funny side
in many a situation – her erratic driving skills and (lack of) understanding of car
mechanics were legendary...
Betty’s appreciation of the bizarre was fortunate and probably necessary. She was
substantially unfazed by any student exploits and the Reynolds’ homes in the Bath
area, Apley House and later Devonshire Buildings became places where the surreal
was commonplace, be it Martin Carthy sleeping in a bath or the cry of, ‘six up’ to
perform Monck’s March on the kitchen table. Fortunately she always had some Bach
(the music, not the Rescue Remedy!) on hand to restore a modicum of sanity!
The worlds of Morris and dance, whilst undoubtedly important to her, took an
understandable second place to her family. She loved the equally wonderful Tubby
immensely and the strength of their relationship was there for all to see. They were
fortunate to have nearly 65 years together, supporting each other through personal
tragedy (only 4 of their 7 children survive her) and celebrating with much joy, love
and pride the achievements of the next three generations.
In retirement and with her family grown-up, Betty was able to focus on her lifelong
fascination with history. She and Tubby spent many happy holidays in France –
postcards, usually not depicting the place they were staying, wrote of her visits to
museums and historical sites, whilst Tubby explored culinary pursuits. Betty was
always a welcoming hostess to passing visitors, even at very short notice and
remained an avid reader with an enquiring mind; her home was full of treasured
books, a lifetime’s collection.
Betty’s many friends in the Morris world will miss her eccentricity, her kindness and
her encouragement and will treasure memories of a long life lived to the full.
Jadi Carlyon (Foreman, Treacle Eater Clog)
June 2010
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Maple Morris
Whether by my own design or by chance, things in the Morris world have reached a
new level of excitement for me over the last year. This past August I joined a North
American group called Maple Morris. Comprised of young dancers primarily from the
U.S. and Canada, 'Mapleteers' have been gathering for weekend sessions for the last
five years to practice together and perform in various locations around northeastern
North America. Due to the geographically disparate nature of Maple members, they
have typically gathered for only a few weekends over the course of a year, but
recently Maple's membership has skyrocketed (Ed: see picture!) and so have the
number of events. After being aware of the group for many years, I finally decided to
attend a weekend get-together.

Maple Morris at Marlboro (photo: Justin Morrison)

During my first tour with the group this past August, I was immediately impressed by
the commitment to practicing and performing and the enjoyment therewithin. Never
before had I been part of a group whose members functioned simultaneously as
peers, choreographers, teachers, leaders, followers, performers, and friends. Not
only was the resulting quality of dance very high but so was the quality of the time
we spent together. After the August tour, I began hearing mutterings about a plan
for future collaborations with Morris Offspring from the UK. The idea of spending time
in England rehearsing and performing Morris was thrilling, nerve-racking, and
inspiring. But why wait around for the trans-Atlantic wires between Maple and
Offspring to connect? Why not devise my own way of spending time dancing Morris in
England? A little more research led me to Laurel Swift.
On a whim, I emailed her and proposed a Morris placement with her, detailing how I
would come to England and we would effectively "study" Morris together. I had never
actually met Laurel. After conducting a minor background check with some mutual
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friends (she later admitted), Laurel sent me an enthusiastic reply and planning
began. When we had a firmer plan, Laurel proposed the residency idea to EFDSS and
with their support we secured space to practice one day per week at the Cecil Sharp
House. Before I really realized what I had done, Laurel and I had set a date
(February 2010) and a duration (one month) for our residency.
Meanwhile in the States, Mapleteers had decided that waiting until spring for another
weekend was intolerable, and our newest event -- 'Januaple' -- was held in
Washington D.C. this past January. Dancing in front of the White House and on
Capitol Hill in the National Botanical Gardens were certainly highlights of the
weekend. This meeting was marking the point of Maple's transition from "pick-up"
group to team, as Maple had received an early invitation to the Marlboro Morris Ale
only a few months prior. Taking place in the mountains of Vermont each May, the
Marlboro Ale was where many Maple dancers had initially met.
Before the invitation, Maple had existed as a pick-up side; the dancers were able to
get together infrequently, practice for a day, and successfully dance out in public, but
to be invited to Marlboro was to be recognized as a legitimate team. Still, Marlboro
and the growth of Maple as a group were not the only things on my mind.
Throughout the January meeting, my mind couldn't help but wander to the following
month and my impending solo trip to England. The more I thought and talked about
the residency, the more excited I became, but also more nervous. What had I gotten
myself into?
Within the first week in England, my humble hopes for an "apprenticeship" (the
actual term I used when I presented the idea to Laurel) were far surpassed. My first
day in England was a Tuesday, a full dancing residency day ("sleep on the plane"
Laurel had advised) and over the course of my first weekend, we held a jigs
workshop at the Cecil Sharp House which was a wonderful success for the
participants (among others, members of The Belles of London City and Gaorsach
Rapper of Aberdeen were in attendance) and leaders alike. In our residency days,
Laurel and I focused heavily on dance composition-- pulling apart traditions or
dances and putting them back together to create new pieces. A foundation in
tradition was our guide, finding a new way of expressing that tradition was our goal.
With this in mind, we worked towards a complete jig as a final product; a variation
on Nutting Girl, Fieldtown.
I was not expecting many of the challenges the residency provided. Outside of our
day at the Cecil Sharp House, Laurel introduced me to English clog and did her best
to instill positive practicing habits in me (as I beat out clogging patterns on her
kitchen floor and as I tried my hand at a few fiddle tunes-- no outstanding success in
either department yet.) She also pushed me to develop my voice as a caller-- taking
ownership of our Morris dances as well as others (I called my first ceilidh on one of
my last nights in the UK!)
Among the biggest treats of my time in England was the chance to attend practices
with Windsor Morris. I had no background in either Badby or Brackley, so practices
pushed me physically and mentally more than usual. The team atmosphere was in
line with the rest of my experience in England; welcoming and engaging, supportive
and demanding. A thoroughly enjoyable experience!
I left England with a broader Morris experience, to be sure, and many more ideas,
both for myself and for Maple. Just as I felt eyes were on me to return with some
5
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insight or at least improved dancing, focus in the North American Morris community
was turning towards Maple.
With both external and internal expectations for the Maple at a new high, 'Mayple,'
our most recent event, was primarily focused on preparing for the Marlboro Morris
Ale. Mayple itself was a blur of excitement; in practice, for the Marlboro Ale, for
team, for growth, for being together again. The group again took time in the
weekend to have a formalized discussion about hopes for Maple's future while also
highlighting and celebrating the facets of Maple we loved. Having Laurel fly out to
attend her first Maple event and Marlboro was a special treat. During our final danceout of the weekend, Laurel and I debuted our version of the Nutting Girl jig we had
worked on in February-- a truly rewarding moment. Full of satisfaction, expectations
and excitement we parted ways to wash our whites, rest our legs, catch up on sleep,
and wait for Marlboro.
The following weekend, Mapleteers re-packed their bells and flew, drove, and danced
out to Marlboro, Vermont. The usual festival giddiness swept the group as we
gathered early to practice and prepare. Showing a new original dance, "The Chelsea
Royal", was a highlight of the weekend. The dance, in the Bledington tradition, was a
collaboration piece with Judy Erickson, a Boston, Massachusetts-area choreographer
and dancer. The feeling of welcome from the other teams and individuals lingers
poignantly from the weekend. It is easy to be skeptical of change within the Morris
world and a young mixed side at one of the oldest Morris events in the U.S is
certainly a change. Expectations for our quality of dance were high and everyone on
Maple put in the effort to dance to that standard. The reception we got was one of
complete enthusiasm, and it was both encouraging and humbling to be so affirmed in
the North American Morris community.

Libby Chamberlin and Laurel Swift with Maple Morris (photo: Sean Smith)
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Both my experiences in England and Maple's experience growing as a team fit into a
larger architecture. As Maple looks ahead to the coming months and years, exciting
opportunities fill the horizon. Above the fun and work of carrying on with our usual
weekends, there are larger scale plans underway. The transatlantic wires are
connecting. Designs for a collaborative show with the Morris Offspring will bring
Maple to the UK in summer 2011. Although the specifics of the show remain veiled,
excitement on both sides of the pond is mounting. The show is geared to present the
creativity and ingenuity of today's young dancers, both respecting and refreshing this
important tradition. Stay tuned...
For more information on Maple Morris and our plans for 2011 please visit
http://www.maplemorris.com
Libby Chamberlin
June 2010
Libby Chamberlin is from Norwich, Vermont and has been dancing Morris for six years with
various teams around New England. This is her first year with Maple.

Life in England………

Cherry Simmonds felt inspired to produce this while the British General Election was on
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The Sedelscombe Ribbon Dance – Work in Progress
About five years ago, possibly at a conference at Cecil Sharp House, I am convinced I
saw a recently-published book on folk dance which I’d never seen elsewhere. Whilst
browsing, I found a reference to a ribbon dance from Sedelscombe in East Sussex
which was performed on Bonfire Night and perhaps still is to this day for all I knew,
but I was short of cash and my interests were then focussed elsewhere – so that was
the end of that. Fool!
Scan forward to January this year when I found myself in Tunbridge Wells Museum
and Art Gallery (which also houses the town public library) for an exhibition of David
Hockney’s prints – it was the day of the Whittlesey Straw Bear, but I was on
gardening leave recovering from illness, and yes, I had withdrawal symptoms!
Escaping downstairs, I found myself browsing through books on local history, when I
found a beefy tome called ‘Twenty Centuries in Sedelscombe’ published in 1978 by
the Regency press and written by one Beryl Lucey (1908-2000). Naturally, this
stirred that earlier memory and I made straight for the index at the back to look up
key words such as Dancing, Bonfire, May Day, Christmas, and anything associated
with calendar custom. Joy, oh joy! There it all was, but try as I might, I am still
unable to find the earlier reference from 5 years back, which might have come from
Roy Dommett, Roy Judge, Tony Barrand, or published more recently. Despite
enquiries to the Morris Ring and Morris Federation archivists – nothing! Further
information may be appended to this article with my blessing, as its completion will
require visits to the East Sussex Record Office in Lewes and examination of
newspaper archives to achieve the result I would like.

To fill you in, Sedelscombe is best known today for the organic vineyard and
Pestalozzi Children’s Village on its periphery. It lies on the old Roman road between
Maidstone and Hastings, formerly the A229 but now down-graded as the B2244. This
ribbon village lies 9 kilometers north-east of Hastings, the biggest town nearby being
Battle about 4 kilometers to the west. Battle itself is literally a hotbed for bonfire
celebration on November 5th, although the village no longer has the bonfire tradition
noted elsewhere along the entire breadth of Sussex. However, this was obviously not
the case in the 1920s through till the 1950s at least as we shall hear from Beryl
Lucey. Her information came from two informants: a Jim Smith (1897-1975), and
someone called Harry who is otherwise unidentifiable from elsewhere in the text.
“This,” Harry remembers, “was another great day – or evening, maybe. Nothing like
it nowadays, we knew how to do things proper. Have you heard tell of our band? We
had 18 instruments, and we used to practise in Rose Cottage. One day when we
were practising, the trombone which, because of the crush in the small room, had to
be half out of the window, began to make the strangest noises, muffled – like. At last
we found the cause: passing boys had quietly stuffed it with rags!”

“On Guy Fawkes Day, we processed with the band all around the village, though we
did not play all the time. We started up Church Hill from the Green, and went down
the steam to Home Place in Whatlington where we had a little refreshment, and then
on to The Royal Oak, Great Sanders, Castlemans and Highfield. Then there was a
long trek up to Westfield Place and back to the village by Oaklands – it must have
8
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been nigh on 8 miles. Having drunk a little somewhat at most of the houses, we were
not really in such good shape when we got back to the village, and the band itself
had well-nigh exhausted itself. The last of the fireworks were let off as we left
Oaklands and the bonfire was lit on the Green. It was a good evening’s work, and we
collected a large sum of money which we spent on hospital tickets, so that the poor
folk could go there when they needed.”

After the First World war, the Bonfire Boys went to work with a will: treacle tins were
saved and sticks, provided by the woodsmen, were nailed into them, and the tins on
the day filled with paraffin-soaked rags, to be topped up at intervals. Fireworks were
still home made, Gotways being the workplace for this – Raymond Hook used 7
pounds of gunpowder. The ‘Bonfire Jumpers’ were specialities. The day was very well
supported by Battle and Rye as well as by Sedelscombe, and it was a most successful
money-raiser. All the funds were used for financing village gaieties, parties for the
school children, for the Clinic, and for older people.

Jim Smith described it thus: “Bines and hedge-brushings were collected for 6 weeks
to 2 months before Guy Fawkes day, and we pulled a wagon with a tar barrel up the
road to replenish to torches. Everyone met at the pub at 6 o’clock sharp together
with the village band. We went up the hill to Highfield and there we did the ribbon
dance: 6 boys and 6 girls, and ‘Bangy’ played the tune on his concertina. Then we
crossed the road to Major Blake at Castlemans; on to Sir John Anderson at Great
Sanders, and Lady Mallet at Hurst; then to the Newbies at their farm (Brede Barn),
down the field to Oaklands, and then up to Major Mullens at Westfield Place. Each
time we did the ribbon dance, and each time we had refreshments. We were back in
the village to light the fire at 10 o’clock. George Simmons the blacksmith, used to
lead the procession all the way, dressed in a hired hat and curled wig. We were
mostly all in fancy dress. The ribbon dance? Oh! It was pretty. Each pair of dancers
carried a long coloured ribbon decorated with bells. There were usually 6 pairs, but
you could have as many dancers as you wished.” Clothes were sometimes hired by
the ambitious from a firm in Maidstone. Potatoes and roast chestnuts were sold from
a trolley. They had to be baked in the big ovens at Gregory’s.

After World War II. The Bonfire Boys went to work in Sedelscombe again and torches
set up round the Green on November 5th shone bright in the cold night as the
procession set forth. Some were in fancy dress, and other were well wrapped up in
their ordinary coats and scarves, but all carried torches with flames and smoke that
wavered in the night wind. Others were gathering at The Queen’s Head field beside
the great bonfire with Guy Fawkes atop, waiting for the return of the procession. At
last, the bonfire was lit and great was the primitive joy of thrusting the lighted
torches into the heart of it to add to the blaze, and of dancing round in its light and
warmth, the face ruddy and warm and the back cold and black, while the sparkling
fireworks shot up and joined the stars.

Money was lavishly collected which all went back into the village, and thus the Darby
and Joan club was enabled to start, and the Christmas parties financed. Gradually,
with the increase of private transport, the rival claims of the more spectacular shows
in Battle and Rye killed the local effort, and for many years now, the only local
bonfires have been private ones.
9
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So, we have a few clues from the text as to the nature of the dance. A longways set
for as many as will – the type of ribbon used – the nature of the musician in at least
one instance. This begs the question, did the band ever play for the dance? Indeed,
did the dancers process with the band from party to party, with an increasingly
intoxicated bunch of musicians?!

We can learn a little more about some of the characters taking part. ‘Bangy’ was
Spencer Smith (1862-1959), of whom Lucey writes ‘was a well-known performer as
well as step-dancer, to be seen at all festive occasions playing his German accordeon
which he treasured to the end of his life though his fingers were too knotted to play it
any longer.’ “I remember” wrote Sir John Thorne, “his vital air as he sang to me, in
his clear true voice, ballads of his youth.” Fred Cooper (1883-1975) who lived at
Postboys cottage was also in the village band although the text doesn’t state what he
played. Close neighbour Herbert ‘Bert’ Smith (1882-1957) was another village
musician who lived near Postboys; he played an accordeon, and was known to
frequent The Queen’s Head. Jim Smith himself was ‘Bangy’s’ brother and worked as a
charcoal burner, posing as such as a model for a portrait later exhibited by artist
Edward Patry at the Royal Academy.

It occurred to me that further information might be gained using Mudcat Café’s
discussion forum! By then, I had already sounded out Keith Leech in his role as
archivist of bonfire in the Hastings-Battle area. I was reminded that Keith wrote an
article about … the ribbon dance used at a bonfire, but at Hooe and Catsfield! When
replying, Keith told me the notion that Sedelscombe had such a dance was entirely
new to him. Catsfield is as far west of Battle as Sedelscombe is to the east, and Hooe
a further 5 kilometers west of the former, prompting the thought of a linked local
tradition in the locality.

Keith emailed me details of a newspaper account of Sedelscombe bonfire from 1872,
which runs:

‘CELEBRATION OF THE FIFTH.- Sedlescomb (sic) has not heretofore boasted of any
organisation for the celebration of the 5th of November, like the neighbouring town
of Battle, but this year it has come to the fore and a society has been formed for this
purpose. Meetings have been held at The Queen’s Head Inn, and all the details of the
procession and other affairs in connection with it, have been arranged. Subscriptions
amounting to £10 were received from the gentlemen and farmers residing in the
neighbourhood, and, considering the size of the village, preparations on a large scale
were made. The ‘boys’ met at the Queen’s Head Inn early on Tuesday evening,
where they arranged themselves in various costumes, kindly lent by the landlord of
the Inn, Mr. Maplesden, and after some little time spent in preparation, the
procession wended its way through the village, visiting the residences of the principal
gentry. There were two effigies, representing Guy Fawkes and Marshal Bazaine. The
party, which consisted of between forty and fifty dressed characters, besides a large
number of civilians who followed quietly in their wake, was headed by Mr Maplesden,
attired in the picturesque costume of a Greek brigand. Numerous torches shed their
glare over the procession, throwing it out in bold relief against the surrounding
darkness.
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The effect was heightened by the coloured or port-fires which were every now and
then shown. The Sedlescomb Brass Band accompanied them and greatly helped by
their invigorating strains to give a lively air to the scene. The round of the village
having been made, the company returned to The Queen's Head, and between seven
and eight lit a bonfire on the green, which had been prepared for the occasion.
Fireworks, which had been prohibited from being let off in the road, were here flying
about pretty freely, much to the terror of many females congregated. This brought
the proceedings to a termination.’

After going through my ‘English Dance & Song’ archive, I found Keith’s article
‘Ribbons, Garlands, Swords and a Missing Morris’ in the issue for Winter 2002. To
summarise its complementary details, Ninfield (the village halfway between Catsfield
and Hooe) also had its ribbon dance. The Catsfield dance was collected by Keith from
a Mrs. Gobles, with its music originally supplied by a fife and drum band using the
tune ‘Sussex by the Sea’ among others, apparently as a duple minor set. The dance
at Hooe was still in use in the 1950s and was again a duple minor in the manner of
Nottingham Swing using a right hand and left star evolution, with progression by
dipping and diving per set, and advancing along the line, missing out a turn at each
end.

Today, the dance has been incorporated into the Traditional Jack in the Green
celebration at Hastings. Keith writes further: ‘… tune varied sometimes: ‘Sussex by
the Sea’ sometimes ‘Cock o’ the North’, We use ‘Captain Lemo’ (‘Captain Lanoe’s
Quickstep’). It is always danced in the aisle by the children of Sunday School guides
and brownies at the Jack in the Green church service and has also been danced by
local school kids on the streets at Jack in the Green, so although now divorced from
Bonfire, (it is) still danced. It was danced at Hooe until the demise of that bonfire
about 20 years ago.’

That alas is where the story ends with so much unanswered. Have the Battle district
ribbon dances a common origin? How old is it? Was it taught in the early twentieth
century by members of the English Folk Dance Society, Esperance Guild, Guild of
Play, sundry Merrie England movement, and/or some other philanthropic society? If
so, was it at a locally-based workshop? How can we find out? Vaughan Williams
Memorial Library? (I’m sure I’d know) Newspaper accounts? (Colindale is still open
when I last checked; Hastings library also has a microfilm archive). Word of mouth?
(Keith had some success). Surviving local records and school log books? (The A2A
index must surely be misleading and is tantamount to finding a needle in a haystack
anyway – Hello, Lewes!) Personally, I find comments such as ‘I wish you luck, but I
think you’re 10 years too late’ an incentive to prove detractors mistaken. (To be fair,
no researcher has ever said that to me!) Any offers for help among you Sussex
people?
George Frampton
July 2010
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Great Western hit 40
Ed: Many teams were delighted to receive an invite to the morris tour of the
year/decade/century from Great Western – I asked some of those attending to write
about their experiences - they didn’t all reply but a few did! My personal high
moment was on the Saturday night when, after most of the spots were over, Roy
Dommett stood up to say a few words about morris teams he has known & loved,
about what morris means to him and how he had enjoyed seeing so much good
morris performance over the weekend – Mike Boston as MC then noted that a lot of
the younger guests might not know Roy, but they owed a lot to him as he had for
years supported so many of the teams that were there - following which everyone
gave Roy a standing ovation. Here is what everyone else recalls:
From the inside out…..the 40th birthday was never not going to happen, from the
first time it was mooted at the AGM 2008. “It takes 2 years these days to get
commitment” – “It can’t be next year” – “that makes it 41” – “we’ll call it the 40th
tour then…” - then on to when and where, round and round.
“I sent out the invitations a month ago”, said Mike; “200 have said they will
come….now 300, 400. Yes it is 500 plus.” How to feed people, how much bread,
milk, cups, bowls, loo rolls, tent space, car space, seats, 10 coaches!! …and can we
get enough beer set up?
And then it was happening. On Friday night the happy, happy hum of people pleased
just to see each other and to be somewhere together. A lot of warm recollections all
mingling together with the renewing of old friendships. The soft start of early
breakfast on Saturday morning … slow afternoon tea with the return of the tours.
Saturday night fun…and Roy Dommett still looking forward to the future … great
stuff. Sunday morning packing … and then the luxury of watching all sides dancing in
performance. I was left with the thought that this was the cream of a morris
generation doing what makes them happy. Made me happy too.
John Lewis (Great Western)

Ever since we were given the date for this weekend, we kept it free. As we heard
more and more about the teams that were due to be there, our expectations were
heightened; we had 17 dancers there. We practised our spot and worked out how to
get lots of sets on and off; even bought our tiaras... we were not disappointed.
Friday night was mix and mingle time. There was an amazing scratch band playing
and dances were called but, for me, it was a chance to catch up with folks – some of
whom I hadn’t seen for 25 years. Within 5 minutes, it was as if we had met only last
year. Within an hour or two I had lost my voice!
Our Saturday tour was at the seaside. We were with 8 other teams so we split into
two for most of the day. Amongst others, we were with Downes on Tour, who had
reformed especially for the occasion. It took a couple of dances and then they
relaxed into their team style and you could see what a good team they are. We
passed our time eating ice-creams, drinking Pimms and dancing a little. On arrival
back at the campsite, dying for a cup of tea and a piece of cake, I walked through
the hall door and my wish was granted. Fabulous!
Each team had been allocated a letter of the alphabet and their evening apparel was
meant to reflect this. We had been allocated Q - not much of a problem when your
team lives in a Royal Borough. Other notables included X (Berkshire Bedlam as
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Xmas), P (Great Western as Pirates) and G (Redbornstoke as Grey(t) Western).
However the highlight and recipients of the Golden Gondola Award, was Old Palace
Clog who arrived as a flaming (V)olcano, flanked by Valkyries. We spent the evening
watching a number of excellent spots. The climax of the evening’s entertainment was
a short film, created by Pete Merrick of GW, describing the 4th Emergency Service,
who leapt into action when a Fete committee had been let down by their local Morris
side. Dancers were paged, returning from near and far to help out. Fortunately there
was a happy ending and the Fete had its Morris dancers. Brilliant!
Sunday was spent in Exeter. Holdens Goldens had (maybe wisely) decided to dance
for just the one day but we managed to see a few more revived teams, including
Seven Champions and Paddington Pandemonic Express. Both teams performed as if
they had been dancing all season – I do hope that we manage to see them again.
The event finished with a mass stand and GW were able to field 7 sets. Show Offs!!
Jill Griffiths (Windsor)

“Never Again”
These two words could succinctly summarise the GW40 weekend. But they will not,
although they will recur! Never again will the same people gather in Christow and I
would not need to feel anything like Nostradamus to predict with confidence that the
same body of people will never be reunited simultaneously. Ergo, we took part in a
unique event.
Let us gloss over the superlatives for a moment, but remember that at least 5 teams
re-formed (not reformed though) for the occasion. Few attractions in the known
Morris world could instigate this; Great Western did. How does this team manage it?
Not only to dance with such vigour, exuberance and magnetism, but to create
seemingly endlessly inventive spots at festivals and weekends away and at home.
Call in at Sidmouth festival and see them cavorting in the streets and running the bar
in the Blackmore Gardens Dance Marquee. Oh, and those legendary Whit tours.
Surely, the words “never again” must have crossed their minds before even
embarking on this event, yet they did not waver. It happened. It was amazing. The
weather was everyone’s Morris weekend dream. Food great. Drink marvellous. Spots
terrific (a volcano, Men in Black, fabulous songs, mime and wordplay). A fine talk
from Roy Dommett. Oh yes, an amazing video spot from GW. Yet, in a month, they
will be propping up Sidmouth again. Oh for such energy.
Any low spots? Just not enough time to see all the teams, especially re-formed (e.g.
Holdens Goldens). Not enough time to talk properly to so many old friends. Two
Paddington chaps being taken ill. The aching Achilles tendons after a few dances
with Downes on Tour as well as with Redbornstoke (no right to complain at all!). The
balance well in favour of the superlatives, then.
Never again? Who could cope? Maybe GW could! We can only wish them well for all
that they have done over 40 great years and anticipate with delight what treats may
occur in the next 40!
Adrian Williams (Redbornstoke and Downes on Tour)

The Seven Champions reformed as a direct result of members of Great Western
cajoling us to come back for the 40th birthday bash. As the original dénouement in
2004 was somewhat acrimonious, it was with some trepidation that I e-mailed
everyone last year asking if they were interested in getting together for a few
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practices and dancing at GW40. The response was overwhelmingly positive and the
bad feeling from before quickly evaporated as everyone connected with the great
times we have all shared. Once committed, our self-imposed challenge was to get
back to the level of performance that people remember us for - no easy task as
selective memories have tended to erase the mediocre minutes and enhance the
magical moments.
My personal expectations for the weekend were very high. When you have 500
people determined to have a great weekend, it had to be good. It is a testament to
the hard work and organisational skills of Great Western, as well as the 500, that my
expectations were exceeded. The weather also helped.
Memories: Meeting so many old mates, some regulars at festivals, some not seen
for years. So many well-wishers happy to see the Champs back. Lovely to see
Paddingtons and Holdens Goldens again. Wondering how GW would top previous
spectaculars - then that film!! Dancers we've known and respected for decades
saying, "You've still got it". The massed stand on Sunday was a wonderful way to
round off the weekend and everyone raised their game. Meeting someone who was
moved to tears watching 10-hand danced to Alison and Lucy singing Byker Hill,
because she came from there - re-affirming that performance is all about where you
take people to; creating positive state change.
Like one bee in a swarm, I got off on the collective buzz.
Chris Rose (Seven Champions)

One simple invitation can lead to quite a chain of events. Through Nicky Hewitt, an
old friend of Holdens Goldens, we received an invitation to GW’s 40th birthday
weekend. Holdens had danced with Great Western on a number of occasions over
the years. The team had not met for about 2 years and had not danced for 15. It
was about time we met and here was a good reason to do it. In November we met
at a pub in Brierley Hill and had a great turnout. It was agreed we would go to Great
Western’s weekend, but not without some practice! A few just wanted to go for the
weekend, others wanted to find out if they could still dance.
We were lucky to be able to use our old practice room and arranged to practice
alternative Wednesdays after Christmas. We had not accounted for the snow and
various family problems. Eventually we met in February and once we started
dancing, it all returned like riding a bicycle. The heys were a slight problem but it
was obvious that the Holdens style and spirit, and our enjoyment, were back with a
vengeance. We eventually ended up with 9 dancers (8 old dancers and one who had
not been born last time we met) and 3 musicians. Some members of Holdens had
been dancing with Bedcote Morris in Stourbridge, who invited us to dance out with
them. That was a very good dress rehearsal for our big weekend. Baldrics were dug
out of mothballs and new trousers and shirts were purchased as our old ones had
mysteriously shrunk in the wardrobe.....
In July there were 18 of us at the festivities, and we had a fantastic time enjoying
the dancing and meeting old friends. GW had done themselves proud, even
arranging for fine weather. Will we continue in one form or another? We don’t know
yet, but watch this space.
Jan Casserley (Holden Goldens)
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Photos from the Great Western 40th birthday tour

Redbornstoke shelter under the sunbrella (Photo: Beth Neill)

Seven Champions all up, watched by Black Annis (Photo: Beth Neill)
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Paddington Pandemonic Express (photo: Beth Neill)

Downes on Tour men (photo: Adrian Williams)
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Berkshire Bedlam (photo: Pete Langley)

Glory of the West (photo: Pete Langley)
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Holdens Goldens (photo: Pete Langley)

Muddy River from Boston, US (photo: Pete Langley)
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Hammersmith Morris with interloper from Seven Champions! (photo: Pete Langley)

Windsor Morris (photo: Pete Langley)
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Great Western perform Nine Mans Morris (photo: Pete Langley)

Team Great Western 2010 (photo: Pete Langley)
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Grenoside Sword Dancers – photos from the DVD

Grenoside at Barnes Hall, 10th December 1921 (photographer unknown)

Grenoside at Sword Spectacular, Theatre Royal, York. 24th May 2008
(photo: Judith Wilford)
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Photos from DERT 2010

Gaorsach receive their trophy atShepley Folk Festival (photo: Duane Caton)

Newcastle Kingsmen finale at DERT 2010 (photo: John Asher)
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DERTy Memories
Dancing England Rapper Tournament (DERT to its friends) was in Derby in April this
year, organised by Stone Monkey Rapper. For any DERT virgins amongst you, this is
the rapper world’s annual get together, where hundreds of rapper dancers perform in
lots of pubs and compete for lots of prizes.
Although I was there (competing with Mabel Gubbins Rapper), I didn’t see it all. Not
just because of the intoxicants that came my way (Mabel are rather fond of gin…) but
simply because there was so much going on and not enough time to see it all. So
instead of a sensible account of the weekend, this is an eclectic collection of
memories, impressions and recollections.
This was the first year there was a prize for the calling on song. No-one was allowed
to sing the conventional “Good people give ear to my story” routine. So when
Newcastle Kingsmen’s Tommy started to sing those very words, I thought they must
have decided to ignore the rules and stick to their usual introduction. Wrong. Two
lines in, the song morphed swiftly and surprisingly into an Abba song, which
justifiably won the best calling on song prize. If you search for Newcastle Kingsmen
DERT 2010 on You Tube, you’ll see what I mean. I recommend the dance they did in
the Flowerpot.
Gaorsach came a close second to Kingsmen in the calling on song competition. I
can’t do their song justice in print – suffice it to say that it was beautifully song but
rather risqué. Search for Gaorsach DERT 2010 on You Tube then sit back and enjoy.
I spent the whole of Saturday dressed up as a very pink fairy. I quickly discovered
that I am very unreliable when it comes to wings. After a couple of close calls, I
managed to leave them behind in one pub. Luckily, one of our groupies kindly
volunteered to dash off and retrieve them. I wonder what the people of Derby
thought of a grown man trotting through the streets with a cute pair of pink fairy
wings?
DERT used to be held in one large venue, which meant we weren’t dancing in our
natural habitat. Then the competition moved into pubs – each team dances in 5
pubs with 2 judges in each pub. We danced in some great pubs. In the first one,
the judges set up in the best space – but there was no-one else there. We were first
on and panicking about the complete lack of audience. We should have known better
– with a small amount of encouragement and less than ten minutes, the room was
packed with rapper dancers and fans. Great start to our competition.
This year, we competed in 4 pubs and then the Guildhall. I reckon this was a good
combination – although rapper works better in pubs, we should be able to put on a
good show on a stage. And the Guildhall is a real gem, with an intricately decorated
roof and good views for everyone in the audience.
We competed in the Open class. The best we’ve done in the past was to come third
and our expectations for this year were not high. Not because we don’t think we are
any good but there were 14 other teams in our class and we are realistic. The
winners were announced in time-honoured fashion, starting with third place. This
went to Rapper Rascals. I was immediately disappointed – I had been hoping we
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might get that high again. So when we came second, it’s fair to say that we were
gobsmacked. Didn’t we do well?
The Kingsmen and Gaorsach were, unwittingly, involved in high drama after the
competition results were published a few weeks later. They were both competing in
the Premier section, which is reserved for the teams that scored highly at the
previous DERT.
On the day, the Kingsmen were announced as the winners. None of us were
surprised – we were lucky enough to tour with them and thoroughly enjoyed their
performances. I was a bit surprised that Gaorsach scored quite poorly, but didn’t
think any more about it.
But once the detailed scores were emailed to everyone about a month after the
event, someone spotted that Gaorsach had been robbed. A mistake in the scoring
spreadsheet meant that the wrong marks were used. Remarkably, it all appears to
be sorted out amicably and Gaorsach received their trophy a few weeks later, at
Shepley Folk Festival.
Luckily, the scoring debacle didn’t affect us – we held onto second place in the Open
section even after the mistakes were rectified (relief…).
And here is a small sample of the other high spots during the weekend:
•

the weather – it was a glorious spring day, just right for skulking in pubs

•

the Ladies toilets in the Falstaff – so good that all the blokes were going it
there to check them out

•

the delicious Hunters’ pie and proper cider in the Flowerpot

•

a rapt audience watching the Grand National in the Falstaff (somehow there
was enough time between pubs to fit it in).

But the best thing about DERT is the people. All ages, no gender issues, just lots of
rapper fanatics who get along fine. As well as the main competition with its two
classes, there is a traditional section and a children’s competition. The standards are
high and everyone takes the competition very seriously, but we have fun doing it.
I hope this has given you at least a taste of what DERT is all about. Competing in
DERT is scary. But next year, we are going to find out how scary it is to organise it,
as Mabel Gubbins have foolishly agreed to host it in 2011. It will be in Oxford on the
weekend of March 4th – 6th. And we’d love to see you there, especially if you are
willing to help us organise it!
Sally Wearing (Mabel Gubbins Rapper)
July 2010
See page 22 for the photos
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The Grenoside Traditional Sword Dancers
As a sword dance fanatic, being asked to review a DVD/DVD-ROM* of a traditional
longsword team was a treat. The information that comes with it says, “This disc is
effectively in two parts”. I thought that meant two roughly equal halves – but that
assumption was completely wrong.

The first part is a film about 24 minutes long. It starts with a montage of old still
photos of the team with a voiceover from a dancer and musician, Lewis Wroe, who
was with the team from 1926 to 1947. The still photographs are followed by films of
the team dancing in 1927 and then 1938. Lewis talks about the dance in detail, and
good editing means that his description fits well with the moving images. He speaks
about the niceties of some of the moves in the dance, giving us a rare opportunity to
hear a dancer from the past echoing the conversations that still take place today at
many sword dance practices.

He also talks about how he joined the team: it was the usual story – they were one
man short. Unfortunately, his words are difficult to make out at times, which is
hardly surprising, given the age of the recording. I also tried playing the film on my
laptop, but that wasn’t any clearer.

One revelation for me was the variation in the dancing in the old films. Having
watched Grenoside many times in the last 20 years or so, I unthinkingly expected
them to have always been as disciplined as they are now. But the film from 1938
shows them dancing fairly independently during the unlinked part of the dance. And
there are close ups of the stepping in the dance, including some clog dancing ‘solos’.
The movements appear almost balletic – very light and ‘up in the air’.

The next movie is from 1965; this is the first one in colour so you suddenly see the
full glory of their splendid jackets. The film finishes with a film of the complete dance
from Boxing Day 2009. It is fascinating to see the same dance at different stages in
its history. Although it is now more disciplined, the dance is still the same – it can
really be said to be timeless.

My only minor criticism of the film is about the titles – lime-green lettering isn’t
always easy to read so I struggled with some of the captions that said when and
where the photos and films were taken.

After watching the film twice, I wanted to know more about the team and felt mildly
frustrated that the film didn’t tell me enough. At that point, I had no idea what the
second part of the DVD was like. So I moved on to my laptop (the film will play on
an ordinary DVD player) to investigate the second part. The notes say that the DVD
ROM section is designed to be viewed in Firefox browser. I dutifully downloaded and
installed it, only to find out that it ran in Internet Explorer. It appears to be more
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flexible than the creator, Chris Metherell, expected. If it doesn’t run when you put it
in, the notes tell you which file to find to start it off. It is easy to navigate.

And what a second part: it was a delightful surprise – a real treasure trove of
material. Over 2,300 files: about 1,500 photos and 40 movies, supported by many,
many web pages of information. It also includes many newspaper cuttings and other
archive documents. There are even three old maps of the village. My usual approach
to reviews is to see or hear all the material available, but you’ll have to forgive me
for only having sampled some of the wealth of informative and fascinating material
here.

There is information on the teams, the dance, music and song, with brief biographies
of all know dancers. There is a extensive section just on their costume, starting with
the jacket worn in about 1895, continuing through each of the 6 jackets worn since
then, finishing with the “new” jacket of 2007, modelled by Joe Dunn (as you can see
in the photograph‡). A nice touch is that the many subtly different paisley patterns of
the dancers’ jackets over the years are used to good effect to decorate the web
pages.

As well as extensive material about the dance and dancers, there are fascinating
glimpses into the social history of the team. In 1947, there were 2 distinct groups
practising and war almost broke out between them when they heard that Douglas
Kennedy, on behalf of EFDSS, wanted to present them with a new set of swords and
the society’s silver badge. Unsurprisingly, both groups wanted to be the ones to
dance for Douglas (and receive the swords and badges) and a not too friendly rivalry
ensued. They did manage to settle it reasonably amicably, by forming a team made
up of equal numbers of each group. The presentation took place on 24 January
1947, but sadly, the swords were entirely unsuitable for dancing, as the edges had
been bevelled by the maker and would not lock!

It is a privilege to have reviewed this DVD. Its cover belies its contents. If you look
closely, it does say on the rear cover that it includes a wealth of information but a
quick glance wouldn’t give you any idea of its extensive contents. Having said that,
there is one more thing I would like it to include – a transcription of the sound track
of film. But I feel very cheeky saying that!

Before I embarked on this review, I liked watching Grenoside, but I knew almost
nothing about the history of the team. I may have only scratched the surface of the
information on this DVD, but I am already starting to feel better educated.
Sally Wearing
July 2010

* The DVD and DVD-ROM are published by Garland Films www.garlandfilms.co.uk
‡ See page 21 for the photos
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Fiddling Fieldtown
The Place
The core of Leafield is a small and fairly open area on a hill in the centre of what was
the post-Roman Wychwood Forest. It was originally named La Felde by the Normans,
not being recorded as Leafield until the 18th century. The settlement in it became
known as Fieldtown (the tun or homestead in the field). Wychwood Forest was a
managed park woodland of copses and wide rides. Before its enclosure in the mid19th century the forest was the primary source of wood and timber for more than
twenty parishes from many miles around. It is on Oxford Clay over Forest Marble,
with a cap of glacial drift on the hill at Leafield which was relatively barren.
The Roman potteries around Oxford had disappeared in the 5th century and also the
Medieval potteries in Wychwood in the 16th century. They were started again in the
18th century by a family Goffe, who were also farmers, using the surrounding forest
for fuel. Because the local Oxford Clay contained iron, the pottery was red or orange
when fired; when glazed the colour ranged from orange to brown, unlike at Shotover
nearer Oxford where the Wealden Clay produced whiteware. The local trade in
country potter's coarse earthenware contracted after 1850 as longer distance
transportation improved. Wychwood was not ancient woodland. It was settled at
least in Roman times to provide ranches (colonia) for retired army officers. The
outlines still existed in Saxon charter and parish boundaries. By reputation in the
19th century the people were reckoned to be gypsy folk because of their closeness
and independence, but this is unlikely as the hamlet is much older than their arrival
in England.
There were two morris families involved at Leafield, the Williams, who were purely
potters, and the Franklins, who were brickmakers as well, but even they ceased
making pottery by 1900. Some examples of ware produced by the Franklins are
displayed in the Oxfordshire Museum at Woodstock. There is no surviving evidence of
intermarriage, but several were dancers or musicians. The potteries were actually
owned by the Vokins and then the Grove families. In later years, once the local
production had stopped, they sold pottery brought in from other sites, such as from
Colliers of Tilehurst. The site of the pottery moved from Witney Lane, owned by
Vokins and worked by the Williams, to Chimney End by The Fox Inn off the green,
and then to The Crown Pottery up the Shipton Road. Percy Manning wrote a
manuscript description (now in the Bodleian Library) of the Crown Pottery and the
work processes following a visit in May 1906.
The local rights included expression in the Whit Hunt for deer in the Chase Woods in
the segment of the forest near Witney. The village church was built in the late 19th
century and before that they had to use those in the neighbouring towns. There is a
story of a funeral party going to Charlbury who put down a coffin to chase a squirrel
and could not find it again for a while in the snow. Hunting squirrel vermin who
terminally damaged hardwood trees was often associated in England with 30th
November, but the occasion was frequently used as a cover for general poaching.
Presumably this started before the spread of the American grey "tree rat". Hunt the
Squirrel is a common folk tune.
There was shortage of local surnames leading to many being known by their family
nicknames. Reg Pratley of the Jubilee Inn, Bampton, who had grown up in Leafield
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was a "Samson" Pratley through a relative who as a strongman had been able to pick
up a horse.
The locality name of the local morris side varied over the years with the changes of
leader and his domicile. Locally it was reckoned by dancers from the early EFDS class
and the school that the later Ascot-Under-Wychwood sides were the local heirs to the
tradition, which view might be supported by the similar long dance lists from both
places.
The Source
Our major source on the dances was Henry Franklin who left the village about 1858,
although some little snippets have come from other dancers. These include George
Steptoe, once a noted prizefighter, and Henry's much younger brother Alec, who
survived until the late 1930's. Cecil Sharp found that Henry was not completely sure
of all the details and this led to some differences in what was collected on different
visits, as in The Rose.
Henry and Alec once walked over to Kelmscot to show Sharp's team "how to dance"
at a major show. Because they were not allowed to dance, Henry wrote complaining
about it to the Oxford Times. Henry badgered the local EFDS branch so they
arranged for him to show his jigs at a display at Christ Church college.
The boys in the village who danced before and after WWI learnt Headington as their
basic tradition. The local older dancers considered this to be not the real morris. In
the early 1960's it was still possible to have a whole set of dancers up with a pianist
in The Fox to perform their school-learnt morris. When Alec had retired as a potter,
so said Reg Pratley, he would sit outside The Fox in a shepherd's smock with a crook
and empty glass waiting for passing motorists to stop and buy him a drink.
The Fiddle
The fiddle was a natural successor to the pipe with a similar sharp-edged note but
more colour, therefore more expressive and lyrical, but with less rhythmic
possibilities. Fieldtown danced to a fiddle played by Charles Busby at the end.
Although no local player for the morris was ever met, some of the recalled tunes
were very distinctive and confirmed by more than one informant. There were two
quite distinct versions of Shepherd's Hey and Molly Oxford in use. Other tunes such
as Dearest Dicky and Old Woman Tossed Up were not the usual versions but variants
of tunes known as Lads a Bunchum and William and Nancy elsewhere.
Dancers from south of Wychwood claimed that it was difficult to transfer dancing
from the pipe and tabor to the fiddle, which suggests that there were significant
differences in style and idiom. The few recordings that were made of old morris
fiddlers show very simple styles, almost childlike, with none of what is now called the
"English Country Music" style of modern times.
Sharp met several fiddlers from the Stow area but little about their style was ever
recorded. However what may be assumed is that the fiddlers knew the dance idiom
and were far less influenced by other dance and musical styles than anyone is today.
It seemed unusual for a musician to play for the morris and for other forms of dance
as did Richard "Dick" Butler of Bampton or his father Edward, who had a mobile
dance booth.
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The notes from a fiddle, like all the good morris instruments, have a sharp leading
edge which is used to indicate the pulse; this is why most accordionists are poor
unless they use the bellows like a melodeon. There can be much debate about where
in the note the foot touches the ground, the major effort to slow down or to rise
occurs etc.
Tricks of the Trade
The morris handkerchief was normally half a yard2 square before hemming. The
Sharp photograph of William Kimber in the Morris Book shows that the opposite
diagonal to that held would touch the ground. Men's pocket handkerchiefs were
normally a third of a yard and ladies one quarter, but they were never intended to be
waved except for a goodbye. It is important to make the handkerchiefs do the work,
not the hands. The two are often confused when copying someone else's
movements.
To gain height off the ground, which was an avowed Fieldtown purpose, the force on
the ground has to be maximised, and this is helped by accelerating the arms
upwards while in contact with the ground, and lowering them while off the ground to
bring the body up compared to the centre of gravity.
A similar appeal to mechanics shows that during a galley the arms and legs are hung
out to maximise the roll inertia and gradually brought inwards as the body turns to
decrease it and so keep up the rate of turning.
Steps and Hand Movements
Some details of the dance style have been preserved. The tradition allows of
considerable expression in its movements. The morris step is not forced, there is
"bounce". It is particularly noticeable that there is a preparatory bounce at the end
of bars into the next stepping.
The arm movements are not violent, nor is there a high swing or even a snatch. The
handkerchiefs do the work. Effort in the arm swing is on the "up" to help in gaining
height for the head and body. There is very little emphasis in the Cotswold Morris on
"downward" movements, which tend to look and feel poor, whatever the foreman
thinks. It is also clear that it was intended that the hands during a backstep
sequence trace a small figure of eight rather than be held stationary, going out and
down and then in and down. When holding a morris stick while doing this, it should
wave slightly either side of the vertical. In the half-gyp and other crossing figures
this movement avoids hitting one's partner while passing.
The backstep was carefully described by Cecil Sharp. The key is that the sole of the
forward foot is not lifted off the ground but scuffed, and the foot is twisted with the
heel across on the offbeat. Of course the emphasis in the morris step is "up" whereas
in the backstep it is "down".
The sidestep was collected by Cecil Sharp as a closed crossed-over movement and by
Kenworthy Schofield as an open one. The Bampton dancers who met old Fieldtown

2

Eighteen inches or 46 cm in metric!
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men before WWII said that they all danced a "heavy" step, ie like Eynsham, and put
the forward foot in line with the back foot! However in each case the hand
movement was an "up", either straightish or as a show, but never with a snatch
down, only a "float".
Figures
Foot-Up: face in at half way and at the end.
Back-to-Back or Whole Gyp: the latter less frequently. Compare with the differences
between sides at Bampton.
Rounds: danced to opposite diagonal place using back-steps around the ring as at
Bampton. Going into the centre, which belonged to The Rose only, has come into
common usage since 1951. It does not fit well into stick dances for which it should be
avoided.
The Hey: the backing up/down the line involving an extra body twist compared with
other traditions was taught to the Travelling Morrice in the 1920's. The first 2 bars
are normally danced with sidesteps.
Sidestep dances
1
Gary Owen, the march past of the US Seventh Cavalry, and known at Leafield
from the once popular song words as The Walk of the Tuppenny Postman.
2

Blue Eyed Stranger, collected by Schofield from Alec Franklin.

3

Month of May and Molly Oxford, usually used for jigs.

The important point is that the rhythm affects the dancing. The 6/8 tunes best fit a
bouncing style whereas the 4/4's constrain movement.
Shepherd's Hey
The chorus is a whole hey usually danced with three sidesteps and a jump or just a
rise and fall followed by a pause of half a bar (one bounce worth). The characteristic
is the opening up and out of the arms to end out sideways for the pause. This
movement has led to being called in the past "Signposts" or the "Ritual Cursing"
dance.
Trunkles
The tune comes from Minster Lovell. On the B music pairs in turn crossed over and
galleyed to face back, and then danced on the spot and galleyed in the other
direction. This is long-winded, so it is more usual to either delete the dancing on the
spot or to have all the set do both parts simultaneously. Following a modern
interpretation it is satisfying to have all the corner crossings to the C and D music
together with the start of each corner delayed a little, so that Nos 1 and 6 move off
in bar 1, Nos 2 and 5 dance on the spot in bar 1 and move off in bar 2, and Nos 3
and 4 dance on the spot in bars 1 and 2 and move off in bar 3.
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Old Woman Tossed Up
The collected version has each corner in turn crossing over, then each corner in turn
dancing slow capers and finally each corner in turn crossing back to place before the
next figure. This is so long that, often, modern sides only do half the dance. An
alternative commonly seen is for the capering to be done simultaneously by all the
set, and even to delete the immediate corner crossing back to place. The suggestion
here is for all the set to dance the corner movement simultaneously to cross the
diagonal, all passing right shoulders in the centre, all cross the set changing with
their partner on the slow capers, and then all dance the corner movement back to
end opposite their starting place simultaneously.
Long versions of dances were used because in those days a performance in front of a
small but distinguished local crowd was often expected to be only one dance and that
dance needed to match the size of the monetary box expected.
Dearest Dicky or Dear Is My Dicky
The collected version is also long with the corner movements being danced in turn
leading off on one foot and then repeated back to place on the other foot before
another figure is danced. It has become customary to delete the immediate repeat. A
more effective dance is produced by having 3 dancers at a time move, Nos 1, 4 and
5, then Nos 2, 6 and 3, each going round two places. Another impressive idea is to
dance with 8 and have the corners done by 4 at a time, first Nos 1 and 6 and Nos 3
and 8 change, then Nos 2 and 5 and Nos 4 and 7 change, and finally the dancers in
positions 3 and 4 and 5 and 6 change.
Roy Dommett
October 2009
K Chandler
"Ribbons, Bells and Squeaking Fiddles", The Social History of Morris Dancing in
the English South Midlands 1660-1900. Publication of the Folklore Society, Tradition, 1.
Hisarlik Press, London, 1993
K Chandler
Morris Dancing in the English South Midlands 1660-1900, A Chronological
Gazetteer. Publication of the Folklore Society, Tradition, 2. Hisarlik Press, London, 1993
N Stebbing, J Rhodes, M Mellor The Clay Industries of Oxfordshire, Oxfordshire
Potters.Oxfordshire Museum Services Publication No.13, Woodstock, Oxfordshire, 1980

And to complement this:

The Music Of The Traditional South Midland Morris
Fifty years ago it was possible to collect information on the South Midland Morris;
giving 600 separate usages of tunes and over 300 of dance ideas from 34 teams. The
full list is available in the Vaughan Williams Library and the Morris Ring Archive. The
average team list contained 17 dances of which about 7 were jigs. Where it was
possible to follow the developing repertoire over a long period of years, each team
seemed to have about 20 in regular practice, some old, some new, as well as up to
another 20 remembered to some extent and unused for various reasons. It all
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sounds just like today, the varying repertoire was limited by the problem of keeping
them in practice, but then they were single tradition sides and many of the dances
were not so elaborate as today's.
Seven tunes were almost universal: Constant Billy, Greensleeves, Jockey to the Fair,
Old Woman Tossed Up, Princess Royal, Shepherd's Hey, and Trunkles; 10 or 12
others were probably used by more than half of the teams: Balance the Straw, Black
Joke, Brighton Camp, Cuckoo's Nest, Hey Diddle Dis, Highland Mary, Lumps of Plum
Pudding, Maid of the Mill, Nutting Girl, Old Mother Oxford, Sherbome Jig and Young
Collins. These were the common names for the tunes, not necessarily those used
today. About 10% of the tunes in use were unique to each particular side.
Many of these tunes occur in 18th century collections, along with 10,000 other tunes.
If the morris had fed off the publications surely the variety would have been much
greater. That many tunes had sets of words is no help as sides used to practice to
such mouth music when necessary and songs have an independent life. Oddities do
not help, e.g. Black Joke (with its extra 2 bars), had several imitations of various
other colours published, including a White Joke which was used at Fieldtown
(Leafield), but Black Joke was a favourite song at one of London's pleasure gardens.
Morris competitions may also have had a small influence on repertoires; Saturday
Night was once the set dance at Kirtlington Lamb Ale. Thomas Hardy spoke of the
country dances spreading to the ordinary people in Dorset only about 1840 and the
Fletts found them reaching the highlands and islands of Scotland much later, so it is
possibly wrong to look for any flow down from the middle class music of the
Assembly Rooms and that perhaps used at Servants' Balls. Why were so few minstrel
tunes collected with the morris? Naturally the older collectors recognised them and
ignored them, more recent ones have noted them so they could have been much
more common.
It is a modern myth that playing for social dancing qualifies a musician to play for
the morris. The two idioms are opposites. In particular, for the social dance the
music leads the dancers, whereas for the morris the music follows the dance. The
"Cotswold" morris in particular requires musical skill in fitting to the somewhat
irregular movements due to varying heights of steps, capers and jumps and allowing
time for turns, starts and stops. Remember gravity can only be ignored by not losing
touch with the ground. Good morris musicians would have been specialists. Also by
the 19th century the art of making and repairing pipes was a dying art and the later
commercially available ones were in the different and therefore confusing Basque
tuning.
Roy Dommett
June 2010
Ed: This is a reworking of an earlier article Roy published in MM (Vol 23, number 1), in
response to comments in recent issues
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The Leaping Morris Man
People say that Morris dancing runs in the family. . .
Ever since he was little Thomas had often stayed with his Grandma. She lived
nearby and, if she was babysitting (as she often did), it was easier for his parents to
take him around and let him stay the night. As he got older he would call in on his
way home from school as well to tell her about his day.
On the stairs were some old photographs, including one of a Morris man in middance – leaping towards the camera, his handkerchiefs blurred at the tips by the
movement. Grandma did not know anything about it except that her father, Tom’s
Great Grandfather, had been a keen photographer and amateur folklorist and that it
had been one of his favourite photos. She had kept it for that reason and hung it on
the stairway because it had originally hid a damp patch where a down pipe on the
outside wall had leaked. Grandma joked that when she was a little girl she always
thought that the man looked as if he was about to jump out of the picture!
It was an old picture, brown and yellow rather than black and white and faded
slightly from exposure to the sunlight. Thomas was fascinated by it and would look
at it whenever he passed on the stairs. Sometimes he would sit on the stairs and
stare at it. If he squinted his eyes and stared long enough it was almost as if the
Morris man was moving. Not completing the step he was frozen in, but juddering
like the freeze-frame on Gran’s old video recorder. It was as if he was really there,
caught in the moment by the camera, trying to leap out but not able to break the
spell.
When he was seven Thomas decided that he was going to be a Morris man but gave
the idea up later when his Grandma told him that it wasn’t actually a job, just
something that people did - like playing football in the park on a Sunday morning.
Tom’s Gran died when he was twenty and away at University. After his parents had
cleared the house they sent him the old photograph along with some other
keepsakes they thought he might like. The picture was even more faded than Tom
remembered but each time he moved house he put it up on the wall and now and
again would even squint and stare at it to see if the image still moved. His wife,
Ginny, would laugh at him suggesting he was still just a seven-year-old kid at heart.
It was some years later that a chance comment from a workmate about hobbies reawoke Tom’s childhood ambition. One thing led to another and he joined the Morris
side I was then with myself. It was over a drink after practice one evening that he
told me about the old photograph and the story behind his motivation to dance, he
even brought it with him one day and showed it to us.
Eighteen months on and he was in his first dance out. Half-way through his very
first dance, as he watched his handkerchiefs flick up and float down, he thought
again about the leaping Morris man. Oddly enough it was just at that moment that,
back in their house, Ginny looked at the picture on the wall and noted that the figure
had faded right away.
However, as I subsequently learnt, that wasn’t the strangest part of the story.
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Tom became interested in the origins of Morris dancing and particularly in the dances
as collected at the turn of the 19th/20th centuries. Most of our dances were ones we
had made up ourselves, or were fairly free interpretations of dances from the Black
Book. After a few years Tom took to criticising our style saying that it wasn’t
traditional, that we were doing a disservice by perverting the purity and simplicity of
the Morris. We used to humour him and laugh at his obsession until one day, quite
suddenly, he left the side.
Next thing I heard he had joined a “traditional” side some distance away and had
even moved house and family to enable him to do so.
I caught up with him and the family a few years later at a big Morris event. He had
changed quite a bit and now sported a beard, which he had grown and trimmed into
a style that reminded me of the Edwardian period, though the funniest thing was that
at times he almost seemed to speak and behave like an Edwardian. James, their
son, aged four, boasted that he was going to be a Morris dancer when he grew up
but Ginny did not seem altogether keen on the idea.
I saw them off and on after that and even went around to their house a few times
and it was then that I saw the photograph again. It was on the wall by the stairs.
Ginny explained, not very happily, that the picture was of Tom and that it had been
taken by a photographer who specialised in “period” portraits – apparently such
studios can be found in quite a few of our Victorian sea resorts and spa towns. With
its sepia tint it was unnervingly accurate even down to the slight fading around the
edges.
It was just a couple of months ago, soon after Tom’s death in a car accident that
Ginny phoned asking me to come around as she needed some advice. She was in
the kitchen with the photo in her hands; James and Ginny’s sister were in the garden
burning some hedge prunings. Ginny explained that Tom had specifically left the
photograph to James and she didn’t know what to do. I looked at the picture – a
faded image of Tom in mid-dance – leaping towards the camera. In the garden
James was doing an impersonation of a Morris dance for his aunt’s amusement.
Without a word Ginny and I walked out into the garden, quietly slipped the picture
onto the bonfire and watched it blacken and burn.
Long Lankin
June 2010
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Absolutely Classic: the Music of William Kimber
This is a re-release of an enhanced CD* which first appeared in 1999, the 100th
anniversary of the historic meeting between William Kimber and the Headington
Quarry Morris Dancers and Cecil Sharp. In its new format it has a different cover, a
much-reduced booklet and no slip case. The CD itself, though, is exactly the same –
30 tracks of Kimber playing morris and country dance tunes or reminiscing about
morris dancing and his meetings with Sharp and Mary Neal and one track each from
John Graham, the present Headington musician, playing The Rigs o’Marlow and John
Kirkpatrick playing Laudnum Bunches. The enhanced bits, which you play on your
computer, involve videos, photographs, an interactive picture of the Boxing Day
1899 meeting, and transcripts of two of the tunes. Unfortunately I couldn’t get the
two videos with sound to play the pictures, although I had no problem with the silent
films (I think I had the same problem with the original version – I certainly had the
same problem trying to play it to compare).
With the current revival of interest in morris dancing this CD might sell quite well.
The recordings, from the 1940s and 1950s (and even one from 1935), are nice and
clear and illustrate the brisk Headington style very well. It is interesting to compare
the rather smooth style of the present Headington music and John Kirkpatrick’s track
to the simple style of Kimber’s single anglo-concertina. There are morris sides which
insist on only using one musician, and you can see what a difference is made by the
multi-tracking on Kirkpatrick’s track - the music becomes much more fussy and
consequently much more difficult to dance to. Interestingly, the booklet includes an
interview with John Kirkpatrick in which he expresses his preference for Cotswold
Morris with “moments of wild exuberance” but in its new format it misses out the
many pages from the original booklet which cover the dispute between Cecil Sharp
and Mary Neal where Sharp (using Kimber’s dancing as his example) objected to the
wildness of Neal’s interpretation of the morris.
There is generally much less information in the present booklet, which is a shame,
but perhaps it is aimed more at those interested in learning the tunes, rather than in
the history of the morris. Having danced Headington for a number of years it is lovely
to hear the well-remembered tunes again. My favourite morris dance is The BlueEyed Stranger, which I attempted to dance along to; it is played extremely fast! Each
tune only has 2 or 3 repeats, but most have a “once to yourself”.
The CD cover is illustrated with a picture of the 1899 meeting, specially painted by
Tony Morris and featured in the enhanced CD. When you click on certain parts of the
picture an explanation appears; unfortunately it’s not clear which bits to click on –
clicking at random on everyone produced a potted biography of most of the dancers
and Sharp. There is a description of the weather if you click on the snow, but nothing
about Kimber’s concertina or about Sandfield Cottage. So interesting but a bit
“random”. The CD is a great way to hear the Headington tunes played in a very
sprightly style and to hear some interesting reminiscences (fortunately transcribed in
the booklet, as they are a bit hard to interpret sometimes), but a shame the new
booklet is so severely edited. Derek Schofield did a brilliant job amassing all the
information in the first place and very little of it remains.
Christine Dover
June 2010
*Available from Talking Elephant records on www.talkingelephant.com
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News
The International Association of Music Libraries (IAML) has granted the Vaughan
Williams Memorial Library (VWML) in London their Excellence Award. Its first
permanent home was established with the opening of Cecil Sharp House in 1930, and
Sharp's daughter Joan was the first librarian.
The IAML said: "This library is a long-established centre of excellence, holding a
unique and rare collection of folk-music materials in a wide range of formats. Special
collection catalogues are available online, as are the Roud Folk Song Index and the
Broadside index, complementing 6 major manuscript collections also made available
online through Heritage Lottery funding and Cecil Sharp's diaries. The library has
forged effective partnerships with relevant institutions and collections, including
outreach activities at 11 local primary schools and websites for children and teachers.
This library targets the needs of its users and continues to update its resources and
widen accessibility to its collections. It is important from many points of view, not
least in its preservation of the cultural history of these islands and promoting its
holdings very effectively."
The bulk of the collections relate to British folk culture and elements of British based
cultures in other lands, particularly North America and Ireland. Song and dance are
only 2 facets of a rich and fascinating tapestry of traditional and customary practices
which attracts wide interest, from media and arts organisations to educational and
state institutions; from private researchers to professional performers. There is also
a wealth of information from and about other world cultures, as well as important
works on social history and folklore.
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